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You take out one annoying vampire in revenge, and now you have to clean up the mess? What a

pain in the ... something.Bethany Anne and crew are back! They need to grab a ship, figure out who

is trying to dig into her businesses, get their hands around the potential for creating an A.I. and the

ongoing mess with Anton and South America.One of these days, she will get a break. Fortunately

for us, it wasn't today.Got an attitude? That's nice. Just don't show it around Bethany Anne. When

she slaps a face off, the whole head goes with it.Bite This, The Kurtherian Gambit 04 follows the

story after Love Lost. If you haven't read the preceding books YOU PRETTY MUCH HAVE TO.

These are a series and many of the characters have been introduced in preceding

volumes.**Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language in this

novel. The main character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing. Series

includes: Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 02

Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04Never Forsaken - The

Kurtherian Gambit 05 (Early Jan 2016) Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06 (Jan/Feb 2016)

Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07 (Feb/Mar 2016)
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Empire

i read the 1st book because it was only 99 cent and its premise was interesting. iread the 2nd, 3rd,

4th, and finily the 5th book because they were so enjoyable !!! i read them one after the other. it was

hard to put down, a fact my wife can attest. i usually read si fi or fantasy. every once in a while i read

zombie or paranormal. i truley enjoyed the mix of action, hummor and character interaction. the

writter is apparently a prolific writter, so you don't have to wait a long time between books. i consider

this a plus, especialy if you enjoy the writtin style. so now i know that i will get his next book sooner

rather than later.

Loved the book...loved the series!Words cannot describe how much I loved the series. In fact, after

reading the first book, I spent the entire weekend downloading and speed reading the rest of the

series.While I STRONGLY urge Mr. Anderle to get another proof reader (I can not stress this

enough, GET A PROOF READER!) the grammatical and punctuation problems that littered the

series did not distract from my enjoyment.Normally I'm heavily turned off when there's so many

punctuation problems in a book, but this time I managed to ignore the problems.

The Kurtherian Gambit books are a greatly enjoyable collection, ideally read in order, but each book

is a self contained portion of the ongoing tale. You start with a dedicated, alien tech modified human

woman, and give her a simple mission: protect the Earth. Sounds easy, right? Throw in competing

factions that resist and disrupt her efforts to unify the Unknown World, add normal humans with their

power seeking schemes, and it gets to be quite a ride! Its easy to read, and a captivating plot line

that will draw you in, craving more, and the prolific author aims to please, turning subsequent

episodes out in consistent monthly installments.

I'm going to be lazy and cut n paste this review for the first five since they were all great. I found this

gem at the back of a rather blah book I recently finished. Sounded interesting so I tried the sample.

Hooked me immediately so I purchsed this one. Half way through I purchased the next two. Half

way through the second I purchased the rest. Less than two days later I finished all five. All I can

say is, these books are a lot of fun with great characters and lots of action. Try the sample and if it

interests you go for it. They only get better. Make sure you read the authors comments at the end.

He is pretty straight foward about the editing etc. which is why I didn't really ping it in my review.



Enjoy!

I really like this series, it isn't deep reading or terribly complicated, but it is adult and smart and

thoughtful, wrapped in an action adventure cover. I like the style, and a book a month or so is

blazing fast, almost old time pulp fiction speed. Science fiction, fantasy, this thing has everything.

Well, everything but horses. Spaceships, aliens, vampires, werewolves, super science, political

intrigue, pretty much all the good stuff. Please keep writing.

This is a kick ass heroine and she just keeps getting better. I think what I like most is her sense of

justice. This is a great series and you need to read it and then you need to reread it and it is still fun.

ENJOY

I can't wait to read the next book. My only complaint with these books is that they are too detailed at

times. I find myself skimming so that is can continue with the plot. Otherwise, I love these books.

I can't put these books down, they're just too good. These books are definitely a series that has to

be read in order. The story from each book has a nice ending that still remains open for the next

book to pick-up.
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